
Christine to intro us
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Christine – overall good quality in most places, most of the time - however urban 
towns/cities do suffer degraded air quality – lots of studies have shown during 
winter months this is due to smoke from log burners – in Christchurch we also face 
temperature inversions, typically in winter when cold air is trapped beneath a layer 
of warm air and pollutants cannot rise and disperse.

Christchurch, Rangiora & Kaiapoi have had fairly strict rules in place since 2002 
(NRRP), and the CARP brought in new deadlines for upgrading older style log 
burners.  

We have 3 key approaches to achieving good air quality – statutory planning 
framework, non-regulatory framework & working with key partners.

Air quality has been improving in the Greater CHCH area since about 2003

Encourage people to make their homes healthier – not just about heating
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Clare – the overall strategy

20 years ago Air Quality was so bad that for 2 months of the year it was at levels that 
would be leading to premature death for vulnerable people. 

Thanks to the efforts of everyone in Greater Christchurch its so much better. 

This Annual Plan we suggested reducing the air quality budget and the feedback was 
yes please!
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Clare – the overall strategy

If you’re not from Greater Christchurch, let me tell you, its pretty clear that its winter 
home heating.

Here’s a nice little pattern, below the line in summer and ridiculously over the line in 
winter. Industry runs all year round, Traffic runs all year round, the only thing that 
significantly changes is lighting those logburners.

That’s why in the Long Term Plan we have a Cleaner Home Heating Programme 
(hand to Christine)
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Christine – ULEB, LEB, Pellet fires and now the first insert ULEB

NVS triangle – good burner, good use, good fuel

In-home demonstrations, subsidies, HHC (talk more in later slide)
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28 ULEB woodfires 41 ULEB pellet fires

210 LEB woodfires 9 LEB pellet fires

Fans for warmth - hardwired
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Christine – ULEB, LEB, Pellet fires and now the first insert ULEB

NVS triangle – good burner, good use, good fuel

In-home demonstrations, subsidies, HHC (talk more in later slide)
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Christine
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Christine – HHC now available to all Canterbury residents (explain how it works), 
Subsidies only available to households within a clean air zone (and that meet certain 
criteria)

Temporary waivers – health, age concerns
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Clare - That’s all good and that’s what’s within our mandate and the RMA

But here’s two things we’ve noticed impact us that are not really in our sphere of 
control

Quality of Housing Stock – there is a lot going on in that space. I really appreciate 
that there are some really clever people thinking about and working on how to make 
this better. It’s a long game. 

Permanent Low Socio-Economic Circumstances - We’re taking a good look at this 
part at the moment and the bigger picture, particularly in terms of fuel and burning 
technique. Christine and I are meeting with CDHB and MSD/OT to look regionwide at 
what's in place where, and what could be developed. 

We’ve owned this for a long time. We’ve been the experts in it. We’ve done a great 
job of ‘think logburner, think ecan’ But what we’ve realised through this annual 
planning process is that when air not a priority for rates anymore, the risk for 
Canterbury is that knowledge could be lost, but that knowledge we’ve held is 
actually a community asset. We can strengthen the resilience of the asset by sharing 
it, and having it held in multiple places, not just one organisation and not just one 
house at a time. So that’s a new space for us and we’re going to look at what that 
solution might look like. 
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Christine first two points

Clare last point
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Any questions?
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